Dear [name of customer]:

Our records show that you have bought TA-65MD and/or TA-65 for Skin from our company, Telomerase Activation Sciences (TAS). The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has investigated and sued TAS alleging that TAS made false and deceptive advertising claims for TA-65MD and TA-65 for Skin. Without admitting wrongdoing, TAS settled the case with the FTC and agreed to send this notification to our customers.

According to the FTC, our claim that TA-65MD and TA-65 for Skin reverse aging was misleading. The FTC also says other specific claims about the products were misleading. The FTC says we claimed that TA-65MD:

a. prevents and repairs DNA damage;
b. restores aging immune systems;
c. increases bone density;
d. reverses the effects of aging, including improving skin elasticity, increasing energy and endurance, and improving vision;
e. prevents or reduces the risk of cancer; and
f. is clinically or scientifically proven to reverse aging, prevent and repair DNA damage, restore aging immune systems, and increase bone density.

According to the FTC, we also claimed that TA-65 for Skin reverses the effects of aging, including improving skin elasticity, and decreases recovery time of the skin after medical procedures. Although we disagree, the FTC says we do not have adequate scientific evidence that the above claims are true. TAS has agreed not to make any claims about disease, health, or safety unless we have scientific evidence that supports them.

If you have questions about TA-65MD and TA-65 for Skin, talk to your doctor or health care provider. If you currently purchase the products through our autoship or continuity program and would like to cancel or have any questions, please contact TAS at ________________.

Very truly yours,

Name, Title
Telomerase Activation Sciences, Inc.